Start Here

[User Name],
welcome back to
Task Messenger.

Alexa, start
Task Messenger.

Welcome to Task
Messenger. With
whom am I
speaking?

Change user.

Say, create a task
or read my tasks.

Create a task.

To whom would
you like this task
assigned?

Assign to [user
name of a Task
Messenger user, or
‘me’ to assign the
task you you]

What’s the task?

Got them. I found
[#] pending tasks
and [#] tasks you
are working on.

[First] [pending |
task you are
working on]
assigned by [Task
Messenger user]
on [date / time].
Should I read this
task?

This is [User
Name].

Please tell me your
passphrase.

Read my tasks.
or you can say:
Read my tasks
from [Task
Messenger user]

OK, give me a
moment to find
your tasks.

Alexa will summarize the
total number of pending
tasks (the tasks in your
‘to do’ list) and total
number of tasks your are
working on (tasks in your
‘doing’ list)

[Speak your
passphrase.]

[Speak the
contents of the
task. A pause in
your speech will
trigger the next
action.]

Sending the task
[the contents of
the task] to [Task
Messenger user
you assign the
task].

OK, I’ve canceled
the task. If you’d
like to try again,
tell me what’s the
task. Otherwise, to
end the session,
just say quit.

Cancel task.

[Say ‘yes’ or ‘no’]
Quit.
At any time during the flow when Alexa is
expecting input from you, you can say
“Cancel”, and she’ll say “Task Messenger
signing off. Good bye”. Or you can simply
say ‘quit’ to terminate the skill without an
acknowledgment.

End
[Saying ‘yes’ will
prompt Alexa to read
you the contents of the
task. Saying ‘no’ will
advance to the next
task in the list to be
read.]

Would you like this
device assigned to
you?

SKILL GUIDE

[Say ‘yes’ or ‘no’]

Saying ‘yes’ assigns this
Alexa device to you. Next
time you start Task
Messenger, Alexa will
know who you are.

Visit www.TaskMessenger.com
for more video tutorials.

At any time during the flow when Alexa is
expecting input from you, you can say “Help”,
and Alexa will tell you about Task Messenger.
Note that invoking help will trigger the entire
dialog flow to start over again.

Legend
Alexa.

Regular Flow.

Task Messenger
User

Exceptional Flow.

Search Amazon Alexa skills for “Task
Messenger” and click “enable” to get started.

